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Abstract—This paper deals with image concealing in compressed MPEG video files by dynamic pixel histogram shifting. 
The image concealing is done within the random macroblocks of the predicted frames. The random macroblocks are 
generated by pseudo random generation algorithm. Unlike previous approaches, the predictive frames are tampered more 
than the bidirectional frames to achieve increased robustness and message payload. The secret image is concealed within the 
random macroblock in the predictive frames of the compressed MPEG video. The video is reconstructed and image is 
encoded in the forward predicted frames and bidirectional frames of the compressed video. This approach when 
implemented and tested for multiple groups of pictures results in higher message payload, accurate message extraction and 
achieves robust reconstructed video. Hence the proposed approach leads to minimum compressed overhead and better video 
quality when compared with data concealment techniques based on motion vectors.  
 
Keywords—Image concealment, Pseudo Random Generation, Motion Picture Expert Group (MPEG), Group of pictures 
(GOP). 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the rapid advancement of ubiquitous 
technologies, the need for monitoring and protecting 
the digital data has become equally important. 
Nowadays, the use of digital video both in online and 
offline environments has gained significant 
importance in the current generation. An MPEG 
video comprises of various features such as high 
resolution, high frame rate, fast frame access etc. 
Usually, the concealment of data in such digital 
technology enables better and safer monitoring and 
protection of data. Previously, the data concealment 
was considered secure by simply encrypting the 
contents of the data and sent over a communication 
channel. But such an approach was not suitable since 
the vectors were dependent on their modification 
based on motion attributes such as their magnitude 
and phase angle. Various enhancements have been 
observed in this area and still many research works 
are in progress to conceal the data in a secure manner. 
This paper is based on the random estimation stage 
that is one of the processes in video compression. In 
and, the message bits are concealed in only those 
motion vectors whose magnitude lies above a 
predefined threshold. Such motion vectors are termed 
as candidate motion vectors (CMVs). Usually, a 
single message bit is concealed within the least 
significant bit of the larger component of every 
CMV. In, the encoding of secret data is done only in 
the region where the motion estimation generates 
motion vectors in a specified region of interest. This 
paper targets the data concealment within a MPEG 
video file by using random macroblocks which 
results in embedded video with minimum distortion 
rate, reduced PSNR value, increased data size,  

 
accurate message extraction and higher payload in 
comparison with existing techniques in literature. The 
reconstructed video can be viewed similar to the 
original video with enhanced quality and decreased 
noise making an adversary extremely difficult to 
deduce the difference between the original video and 
the reconstructed video. The variable macroblock 
sizes present in H.264 are (16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8). 
These macroblock sizes are exploited by the authors 
in [6] since they use 2 message bits that are selected 
from the message bitstream to choose the appropriate 
macroblock size from one among the mentioned four 
sizes for motion estimation process. The data can also 
be embedded within an MPEG video by computing 
the phase angle between two consecutive candidate 
motion vectors. Such an embedding process is 
followed by authors in and which is dependent on the 
approach in for the selection of these candidate 
motion vectors that is chosen based on the magnitude 
of other motion vectors. The secret message is then 
encoded between the candidate motion vectors as a 
result of the difference in phase angle within certain 
sectors. The macroblocks are matched based on the 
constraints within the selected sectors that required 
their magnitude to be larger than the predefined 
threshold.  
The approaches in is comprised of searching a direct 
reversible way to identify the candidate motion 
vectors at the decoder side that is dependent on the 
motion attributes. In this paper, a different method is 
taken into consideration for reducing the overhead 
caused due to data size and compression technique 
along with minimum distortion to the reconstructed 
video. The proposed approach is based on the 
associated prediction error with a limitation that 
occurs due to the non-linear quantization process. 
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This limitation can be overcome by the use of an 
adaptive threshold dealt in Section IV.  
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the 
background and corresponding notations are 
described for the compression and decompression of 
MPEG videos. The problem definition and its 
manifestation to solve it is stated in Section III. The 
proposed approach is given in Section IV. Section V 
consists of the experimental results and their 
respective analyses. Finally, in Section VI the paper 
is concluded.  
 
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS  
 
This section comprises of the evaluation metrics and 
the notations that may be used for lossy video 
compression. Typically, a still image consists of an 
intra-predicted frame that was formerly used for 
concealing the data or the image. This I-frame was 
directly prone to quantization distortions and was not 
suitable for data concealment. Later in MPEG video 
files these intra-predicted frames were used as the 
reference frame that encoded a group of bidirectional 
predicted frames or B-frames for generating the 
motion vectors. The proposed work uses this concept 
and considers a car-phone sequence to act as a 
reference frame and suitably generate the 
macroblocks randomly. This frame is encoded in a 
MPEG encoder by using regular image compression 
technique namely JPEG compression. But the 
compression technique has a different quantization 
table that enables the decoder to reconstruct the 
original message accurately and independently. 
Generally for data concealment in the MPEG video 
files, the video is transformed into ordered groups of 
pictures (GOPs) [9] and their frames can be encoded 
in the following sequence: [I,B,B,P,B,B,P,B,B].The 
predicted frames are identified and coded based on 
the nearest intra-predicted frame and predictive 
frames. Such an approach is called as forward 
prediction whereas the predicted frames when 
identified and coded, based on the nearest predictive 
frame and the neighboring frame is termed as 
bidirectional predicted frame. The block based 
motion estimation is used to exploit the temporal 
redundancy between the predictive and bidirectional 
frames that can be applied on the variable sizes of 
macroblocks Bij of size b×b in predictive frames or 
bidirectional frames. These frames can be set as 
target frames. Intuitively, the motion field has 
translational video compression with horizontal 
component dx and vertical component dy that can be 
depicted in vector form by d(x) for the spatial 
variables x=(x,y) in the considered or referenced 
image. The search window is restricted to the 
assignment of limited number of n bits for data d. 
That is, both the horizontal component and vertical 
component namely, dx and dy ∈ [-2n-1-1,2n-1-1], 
can be suitably manifested to [-2n-1-0.5,2n-1-0.5] 
pixels whenever the motion vectors with random 

macroblocks are manipulated with half-pixel 
accuracy. A simple exhaustive search can be 
performed in the window of size b+2n×b+2n to 
identify the optimal motion vector. This optimal 
motion vector should satisfy the search criterion that 
may require many manipulations, or they can also be 
obtained by using approaches such as three steps 
search, etc. The computation may be possibly based 
on the processing power of the video encoding 
device, the compression ratio required to conceal the 
data within the random macroblock, and the 
reconstruction quality of the data embedded video. 
The motion vector d may not represent the true 
motion in the MPEG video hence the compensated 
frame 푃푃  using (x+d(x)) should be associated with 
a prediction error E(x)=(P-푃푃 )(x) so that the 
predictive frame can be reconstructed such as 
P=푃푃 +E with minimum distortion of the 
reconstructed video at the decoder side. Similarly, 
such an approach may also be followed for the 
bidirectional frame or B-frame but with the average 
of the forward compensation from the previous 
reference frame and a backward compensation from 
the next reference frame. Here, compressed error E is 
of the size of an image and is therefore lossy 
compressed using JPEG compression technique that 
may considerably reduce its data size. The lossy 
compression quantization stage is usually a non-linear 
process and hence the pair (d,E) will differ for every 
motion estimation method. Therefore, the data size D 
of the compressed error 퐸퐸  will also contain 
different values. The motion vectors within the 
random macroblocks d are lossless coded. Hence the 
random macroblocks can be used to conceal the data 
that can be accurately extracted by a MPEG decoder.  
The MPEG decoder receives the pair (d,퐸 ) and it 
applies motion compensation to form 푃푃 or퐵퐵 .It 
is then decompressed to achieve a reconstructed Er. 
Since E and Er are different by the means of 
quantization effect, the decoder is no longer capable 
of reconstructing P identically but it can alternatively 
reconstruct Pr=푃푃 +Er. The quality of the 
reconstructed video can be generally measured by the 
mean squared error P-Pr and could be possibly 
represented as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) that 
may now be denoted as R.  
 
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
The image concealment within the random 
macroblocks at the MPEG encoder transforms the 
general pair (d,퐸 ) to (dh,퐸퐸 h). This 
transformation is due to the tampering of random 
macroblocks where the superscript h represents 
concealment of data. This paper defines image 
concealing in random macroblocks of compressed 
MPEG video in the context of super-channel [10]. 
The secret message m is concealed in the host video 
signal denoted by χ= (d, E) so as to generate the 
composite signal represented by the notation 
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s=(dh,Eh). The composite signal is compressed by 
using a video lossy compression technique to output 
y=(dh,퐸퐸 h). The secret message m must however 
survive this video lossy compression so that the secret 
message can be accurately and identically retrieved 
from y. Such an approach with robustness 
specification must possess minimum distortion effect 
and lower bit rate with minimal effect on the data size 
within the reconstructed MPEG video. The proposed 
work describes that the secret message m can be 
accurately and identically retrieved from the host 
video by using two different metrics in terms of 
enhanced robustness of the reconstructed video with a 
drop in the peak signal to noise ratio and higher 
message payload with an increment in the size of the 
data to be embedded. The metrics to be manipulated 
are:  
1) Increase in size of the data to be embedded which 
can be computed by using the following construct 
Δ퐷퐷=퐷(퐸퐸 h)-D(퐸퐸 ) where this construct 
represents the compressed overhead for the embedded 
data.  
2) Decrease in the quality of the reconstructed video 
which is represented by Δ푅푅 that can be calculated 
by considering the peak signal to noise ratio 
difference within the random macroblocks and the 
relative errors given by P-Phr/P-Pr that can be 
incurred in the predictive frames and B-Bhr/B-Br that 
can be incurred in the bidirectional frames.  
The primary necessity of the proposed work is to 
provide a robust image concealing algorithm that 
must output enhanced robustness in the reconstructed 
MPEG video, provide accurate message extraction, 
generate lesser compression overhead and should also 
result in higher payload for message bits per random 
macroblock. The payload must be robust to the lossy 
video compression of the host video and should 
maintain the values of Δ퐷퐷 and Δ푅푅 as close to zero 
as possible for the random macroblocks.  
Unlike previous approaches the random macroblocks 
are used to conceal the data. The motion vectors or 
candidate motion vectors [7] are selected on the basis 
of their magnitude and the phase angle difference 
between consecutive motion vectors [8]. This method 
selects the motion vectors only with larger magnitude 
and higher associated macroblock prediction error E 
so as to extract accurate secret data. Similarly, based 
on this approach the random macroblocks are 
tampered so as to increase the quality of the 
reconstructed video. Hence we tamper the random 
macroblocks due to the following two reasons 
observed in the car-phone sequence:  
 
1) All the motion vectors with larger magnitude may 
not be associated with random macroblocks of high 
prediction error; and  
 
2) There is a possibility for motion vectors with 
smaller magnitude to possess higher associated 
random macroblock prediction error.  

The above depicted factors led to the tampering of 
random macroblocks that contain higher prediction 
error rather than motion vectors that may have larger 
magnitude but low prediction error. Since the 
associated macroblock prediction error is high for the 
random macroblocks we use them for concealing the 
data due to the fact that the tampering of these 
macroblocks will have minimum distortive effect on 
the reconstructed MPEG video. The peak signal to 
noise ratio is one of the two metrics to be considered 
that can be computed as a reciprocal of the mean 
squared error (mse). Hence the random selection of 
macroblocks can be done by considering 
푑푑̅={d:10log10(b2/ΣBi,jE(x))≤휏휏}. Therefore, the 
random macroblocks are selected based on the 
regular pair of (d,E) and not by considering only d. 
An adaptive threshold 휏휏 is calculated in Section IV 
so as to lower the distortions caused due to lossy 
compression when E is decoded as Er after 
decompression by the MPEG decoder.  
 
IV. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
The proposed approach consists of an image 
concealing algorithm that uses dynamic pixel 
histogram shifting is integrated at the MPEG encoder 
side. The shifting method is based on the odd and 
even parity bits that are set suitable according to the 
secret image to be concealed. This algorithm uses the 
general pair (d,퐸 ) generated by the encoder. After 
this phase, d tampers to produce dh and the general 
pair is replaced by the (dh,퐸 h) pair for every 
predictive frame and bidirectional frame respectively 
in the group of pictures depicted in Algorithm 1. The 
secret message m is then transformed into bitstream 
m(k), 0<k≤K which is the length of the message. The 
random macroblocks are generated by using the 
pseudo random generation algorithm. The random 
macroblocks have high associated macroblock 
prediction error Bi,j. The macroblocks can be selected 
by random estimation approach and the associated 
macroblock prediction error is measured in peak 
signal to noise ratio whose values tend to be lower 
than the initial threshold value 휏휏max. The message 
bits of the secret message are placed in the position of 
least significant bit of both the horizontal components 
and vertical components denoted by 푑푑̅x and 푑푑̅y. 
The value of threshold 휏휏 should be validated soon 
after the secret data is embedded within the host 
video. The threshold validation algorithm is depicted 
in Algorithm 2. This algorithm is called so as to test 
the robustness of the reconstructed video after 
applying compression and concealing the data to the 
quantization effect of the JPEG compression. For the 
proposed work, the encoding and decoding of the 
concealed data is performed by an MPEG encoder 
and decoder which does compression followed by 
decompression of the MPEG video respectively for 
the associated prediction error Eh. After the 
decompression process, if the value of the 
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reconstructed prediction error 퐸퐸푟푟ℎ has the same 
value as that of the original video then the data 
extractor can easily identify the value of 푑푑̅ for a 
given value of 휏휏key. The value of threshold is then 
matched with every random macroblock associated 
with 푑푑̅ and if any macroblock does not conform to 
the constraints of the threshold value then the data 
that is embedded in that macroblock may result in 
incorrect extraction of the embedded data. Such a 
criterion may reduce the accuracy of the data 
concealed in the video. Therefore to reduce this 
limitation an adaptive threshold is introduced. We get 
this adaptive threshold by decreasing the value of 
휏휏max by 1 decibel (dB) for the predictive frames. 
The threshold value is decreased until the specified 
constraint is fulfilled for all the random macroblocks 
in the predictive frames and bidirectional frames. The 
constraint can be satisfied when the value of 휏휏min is 
reached that indicates the final value after which no 
more data can be concealed further in the random 
macroblocks of the P-frames and B-frames. 
Moreover, the value of threshold 휏휏key is different for 
every frame. Thus we conceal the data having eight 
different values of the group of pictures in the 
reference frame by using any arbitrary image data-
concealing technique that provides higher robustness. 
The data concealment can also be done by sending 
these eight values over a separate communication 
channel based on the application. However, when the 
value of 휏휏key is decremented, the message payload 
also tends to decrease with the reverse also being true 
hence Algorithm 1 describes the manifestation of 
maximum feasible value of 휏휏key for every predictive 
frame and bidirectional frame.  
Algorithm 1 Image concealing  
Input: Message bitstream m, GOP (d,퐸 ),k, 휏휏max, 
휏휏min  
Output: Data concealed in the encoded GOP (dh,Eh)  
 
1 For each P-frame and B-frame in the GOP do  
 
2 initialize 휏휏key = 휏휏max;  
 
3 Simulate the decoder: decompress 퐸퐸  to obtain Er 
;  
 
4 repeat  
5 set dh=d ;  
6 Obtain the candidate motion vectors:  
7 푑푑̅i,j(x)={di,j(x):10log10(b2/ΣBi,jEr(x)) ≤ 휏휏key }  
8 while (k<K) and ∀ (i,j) ∈ 푑푑̅i,j do  
9 replace the least significant bit 
LSB(푑푑̅푖푖,푗푗푥푥)=m(k),  
10 LSB(푑푑̅푖푖,푗푗푦푦)=m(k+1);  
11 k=k+2;  
12 if bidirectional frame then  
13 replace message bits in the least significant bit  
 
14 LSB(푑푑̅푖푖,푗푗푥푥)=m(k),LSB(푑푑̅푖푖,푗푗푦푦)=m(k+1);  
 

15 k=k+2  
16 end  
17 푑푑푖푖,푗ℎ=푑푑̅i,j;  
18 end  
19 Compute associated Eh(x) by suitable 
compensation  
20 using (x+dh(x));  
21 [KeyFound, 휏휏key]←validate 휏휏(Eh, 휏휏key,d);  
22 Until KeyFound or 휏휏key= 휏휏min;  
23 if not KeyFound then  
24 휏휏key= -1  
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V. RESULTS 
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The concealment of data within predictive frames and 
bidirectional frames are also compared. Among the 
three different kinds of frames in group of pictures 
the bidirectional frames holds double the number of 
motion vectors than the motion vectors present in 
predictive frames. Hence when the bidirectional 
frames are tampered more then it increases the size of 
the data to be embedded within the MPEG video 
followed by a decrease in the quality of the video. 
Therefore we prefer the tampering of more predictive 
frames than bidirectional frames. We use 85% of the 
predictive frames and only 15% of the bidirectional 
frames to conceal the data. The distortive effect is 
more when the bidirectional frames are tampered 
more. Thus the bidirectional frames are optimized to 
minimize the predictive error and the distortion. The 
percentage of concealed bits in the predictive frames 
and bidirectional frames for the standard test 
sequences using random estimation is compared with 
the values in [4]. The values of the test sequences are 
listed in Table II. These results show that by using 
random macroblocks for the concealment of data the 
proposed approach tends to use more of predictive 
frames rather than bidirectional frames. This paper 
thus results in the enhanced robustness of the MPEG 
video, low peak signal to noise ratio, lesser 
compression overhead, minimum distortion to the 
reconstructed video and accurate message extraction. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This paper proposes a new image concealment 
approach by using the random macroblocks within 
MPEG compressed video with dynamic pixel 
histogram shifting method. Unlike the previous 
approaches that concealed image by considering the 
motion attributes of the video, we described a new 
method that chose the random macroblocks whose 
associated macroblock prediction error is high with 
low peak signal to noise ratio to conceal the secret 
message in their horizontal and vertical components. 
An adaptive threshold is used to choose the 
appropriate macroblock for concealing the data such 
that the MPEG decoder can easily and accurately 
extract the data after decompression.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The message can be extracted accurately even after 
lossy compression is applied to the video. The 
proposed image concealing and extraction algorithms 
are integrated to the MPEG-2 encoder and decoder. 
The results are manifested in terms of enhanced 
robustness of reconstructed MPEG video, minimum 
distortion to the reconstructed video, lesser 
compression overhead, low peak signal to noise ratio 
and accurate message extraction. The proposed 
method is compared to the attribute based methods 
and is found to perform well in terms of message 
payload factor resulting in a robust image 
concealment approach. 
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